Earth Facts
earth facts - interesting facts about planet earth - space ... - earth facts. earth is the third planet
from the sun and is the largest of the terrestrial planets. the earth is the only planet in our solar
system not to be named after a greek or roman deity. the earth was formed approximately 4.54
billion years ago and is the only known planet to support life. earth facts: interesting facts about
planet earth Ã¢Â€Â¢ the ... - earth facts. earth is the third planet from the sun and largest of the
terrestrial planetsrprisingly, while it is only the fifth largest planet in terms of size and mass, it is the
densest (5,513 kg/m 3) of all the planets.earth is the only planet in the solar system not named after
a mythological being. earth fact sheet - lunar and planetary institute - facts Ã¢Â€Â¢ third planet
from the sun and the only world known to support an atmosphere with free oxygen, oceans of liquid
water on the surface and Ã¢Â€Â” the big one Ã¢Â€Â” life! Ã¢Â€Â¢ mother earth has a generous
waistline: at the equator, the circumference of the globe is 24,901 miles (40,075 kilometers). Ã¢Â€Â¢
depending on where you are on the globe, earth layers fact cards - cal alive - Ã¢Â€Â¢ the
earthÃ¢Â€Â™s magnetic field is thought to be caused by the fluid movement in this metallic outer
core in contrast to the solid inner core. as the earth spins, the outer core also spins, but the solid
inner core stays still. fun facts: the sunÃ¢Â€Â™s solar wind would blast away our atmosphere,
making earth lifeless, fun facts: earth day - april 22 - census - fun facts: earth day - april 22. what
in the world is earth day? Ã¢Â€Â¢ earth day is recognized every year to raise awareness of
environmental issues and inspire an appreciation for the environment. Ã¢Â€Â¢ environmental
activists coined earth day in response to a massive oil spill in waters near santa barbara, ca, in 1969.
extreme space facts - jplsa - 16 extreme space facts! air martian! the gravity on mars is
ap-proximately one-third that on earth. yes, chances are youÃ¢Â€Â™d be able to dunk the
basketball on a martian court. biggest and smallest! ceres is the largest, most massive body in the
main asteroid earth vs. mars - nasa - earth vs. mars . lesson description . remote satellite images of
earth and mars are used to compare and contrast physical processes that occur on both planets. ...
research various mars and earth facts resources that the students can use in the completing the
compare and contrast chart. this chart entitled Ã¢Â€Âœearth vs. mars,Ã¢Â€Â• may be found .
comparing earth & mars - welcome to marsquest online! - true for earth or mars or both? each of
the statements below is true, but some are only for one planet. is it earth or mars? use the facts in
this guide to help you decide! place an Ã¢Â€ÂœeÃ¢Â€Â• next to facts that are true for only earth,
and place an Ã¢Â€ÂœmÃ¢Â€Â• next to facts that are true only for mars. if itÃ¢Â€Â™s true for both
planets, place a Ã¢Â€ÂœbÃ¢Â€Â• in planet facts worksheet  answer key teachengineering - mission to mars: lesson 1, an inflated impression of mars  planet facts
worksheet, answer key planet facts worksheet  answer key planet distance from the sun
(au*) approximate distance from the sun (km) radius (km) diameter (km) mercury 0.387 57,910,000
2,440 4,879 venus 0.723 108,200,000 6,052 12,104 earth 1 149,669,000 6,378 12,756 ten facts
about meteors - ten facts about meteors 1. a meteor shower occurs when the earth passes through
the trail of debris left by a comet or asteroid. 2. meteors are bits of rocks and ice ejected from comets
as they move in their orbits about the whatÃ¢Â€Â™s the difference? - vdoe - earth by reading
about each of these celestial bodies and creating a travel brochure for an alien who might think that
the moon is made of cheese, earth is made of earwigs, or the sun is made of silly string. procedure
1. hand out the attached sun, moon, and earth facts sheet to each student. 2. our planet earth answers in genesis - our planet earth Ã¢Â€Â¢ 7 we suggest a threefold approach to each lesson:
introduce the topic we give a brief description of the facts. fre-quently you will want to add more
information than the essentials given in this book. in addition to reading this section aloud (or having
older
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